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Welcome to the Spring 2014
edition of Hogsback News.
At last it seems the weather is settling down into the sort we (myself
at least) prefer for riding. My bike
has been woken from it’s winter
hibernation, the S100 washed
off and everything polished to a
perfect shine so I’m raring to go.
As I’m sure you have all seen by now the road crew
have again provided a full calender of fantastic rides
which is already well underway.
The back issue project is well underway with
34 issues of ‘The Surrey Hog Newsletter’ and
‘Flywheel’ from 1997 - 2001 already available in the
members area. The name changed again after this
to ‘Torque’ and the first batch covering 2001 are
progressing and should be added shortly.
Whether you are a long standing member or not I
can recommend taking a look at these as there are
some great articles to be found. It is also fascinating
seeing which members previously did their bit for the
chapter by undertaking various roles over the years.
As you will see in Dik’s report we have a good
number of new members already this year some of
whom have already been on a new members ride. If
you are one of them, welcome to the chapter and of
course your first issue of Hogsback News.
One of the best ways for new members to really
get to know people is by going on one (or more)
weekend trips. If you do it’s customary for the ride
leader to ask a ‘newbie’ to write a report for the
newsletter. This will hopefully give us a fresh view so
if you are asked please do have a go. I look forward
to hearing from you.
Deadline for the Summer issue is Friday 23 May.

Paul
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W

ell, the massive membership renewal
process is finally complete. Huge thanks to
Membership Officer Russ Middleton for managing
it all so well. You have to do the job to understand
the work and attention to detail involved! And the
results?
Around 40 members in 2013 departed (though I
have to say I did not see very much of most of them
last year) and a bunch of new people joined - a great
big welcome to them! This all means that we start
the year with 264 paid up full members, which is 24
less than we had at end of 2013. We could well top
300 by the end of the year, which, from experience,
keeps us in the Goldilocks zone - just big enough to
see a large
number of
familiar faces,
but not so
big that the
Chapter feels
vast and
anonymous.

himself supplied a line that has enthused all of us
involved - all the way up to H.O.G.™, who continue
to provide their support. His line? ‘Ultimately the
event, and the people who attend are bigger than
any one venue.’
Beautifully put.
And speaking of putting, it was great to see so
many members, old and new, at the Hoebridge
Golf Centre for the Start of Season event. Over 120
members and their guests came along to chat and
at eat some very good food to the accompaniment
of our own Hogsback band. Many thanks to them
and Crippo, Hogsback Activities Officer, for arranging it, along with invaluable support from several and
especially Wendy, Katie and Toby, our esteemed
Dealer
Principal.
Everyone
enjoyed it
despite those
of us spluttering from
seasonal
allergies and
coughs –
including me!

“Ultimately the event, and the
people who attend are bigger than
any one venue.”

It was a big
disappointment to lose SofER this year. On the other hand, the
five Chapters Committee (1066, Hogsback, Invicta,
Oxford and Thames Valley) were being pressed
to accept impossibly risky terms by the new NRA
management, so we had to withdraw. I have heard
it said by several that after 10 years at the chilled
but faded Bisley site, it’s no bad thing to re-focus
our disappointment on the opportunity to develop
a fresh new site. And that is just what the SofER
Committee has been doing ever since. With the
fresh new venue will come a fresh new look. I am
delighted that Hogsback member Clive Everett won
the inter-Chapter competition for re-branding SofER.
His designs are stunning and you should start to
see them in association with further announcements
about SoFER 2015 in due course. In fact Clive

Somehow Carl and Flo managed to sweep up most
of the raffle prizes on offer, though the Golden Key
stayed in the bag again and £600 goes forward to
May. Carl completed his scoop when Gary Morss
awarded him a pink ‘Princess’ T-shirt designed and
produced by our Merchandise Officer, Margaret
Bradly. Gary hopes that this draws a line under the
Princess Sticker Spats of 2013. Somehow, I suspect
it hasn’t …
Since several members indicated in the 2013 survey
that Club Nights may benefit from a new venue, we
issued a feedback form asking people to compare
the Hoebridge with the Grantley Arms. Many thanks
to the many who responded, the results of which will
be discussed at the next Committee meeting later in
April.

editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org

In the meantime, the ride programme and the
weather have finally collided - so let’s ride!

Cover Photo: Dennis Thill’s Blackline.
“It’s no Picnic ride to Sandwich” 27th May 2012

Dik Gregory
Director and Road Captain
Hogsback News Spring 2014
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Assistant Director

Assistant Director

Dell Evans

Robin Seymour

Dell’s little bits

I

t’s great to be back out on dry roads again, well at
least occasionally.

So no SofER this year, but don’t worry we have
designed something more intimate and sexy in the
Malvern Hills. The details are contained within this
newsletter and a big thank you to Robin who was
quick out of the starting gates getting on investigating an alternative. We have visited the location and
it’s great for us and Thames Valley with fine riding
country, music laid on, cheap bar & food and hopefully even a parade through the town of Ledbury
arranged with the local council – Axel can use his
mask yet again!
I’m guessing you have all been browsing the events
pages on the net and I hope there’s something for
everyone. The weekend away rides are getting full
so hurry up if you want to go. If your preferred event
is full we do hold a reserve list and it’s usual to get
a few cancellations as we get nearer the event date.
Alternatively talk to the ride leader he may suggest

a hotel up the street as the limiting factor is usually
just hotel rooms.

This will be a ticketed event so we can have a good
idea of numbers, but the event will also be subsidised by the Chapter, so tickets won’t cost a lot. Buy
them soon - they will go quickly!

It’s normal as the season goes on that a few
changes are made to the program including extra
rides being put on particularly on week day evenings if it’s good weather. We will update you via
the e-shot and the web site. We don’t normally put
ride specific details on Facebook due to issues we
have had in the past – so the web site is the golden
source of accurate info backed up by your weekly
e-shot.
Larry & Chris continue to do a sterling job with the
Golden key draw and the pot is growing each month
– it surely can’t last till Christmas 3 years in a row.
Lastly I would like to extend a warm welcome to the
many new members that have recently joined the
chapter and here’s to an even better riding year than
the last one.
Dell Evans
Assistant Director

Full details available here:
http://www.hogsbackchapteruk.org/members/
images/weekends/2014-03-22%20ledbury%20v2.
pdf
Mileage Challenge

I

was gutted at the cancellation of SofER this year
as it is clearly one of the best rallies to attend. It is
good to know that the SofER Committee are already
busy on plans for SofER 2015. But it’s left a big gap
in our 2014 calendar so, in consultation with Dik,
Dell and I began to look for something to fill it.
So what did we need? A good venue with cheap
beer and food, music until late, exclusive use of
venue, a good ride-out route and a few things to do
as well.
We came up with Ledbury Rugby Club, nestled
among the glorious Malvern Hills in Herefordshire.
A cracking venue with a welcoming management, a
huge hall, great patio and a well stocked bar.
Ride up on Friday with a lunch stop, music and food
Friday night, Ride-out Saturday and the locals would
like us to do a parade through the town and we will
probably visit a local cider press as well! Not only
that but we have a nice venue for the ride-out lunch
too. A band on Saturday evening with a barbie and a
gentle ride back on Sunday.
We thought it would be a good opportunity to help
Thames Valley Chapter fill their gap too, so Dell and
I have now completed the recce with Don Wibberley,
their Director, and we are all agreed that it is going
to be a great weekend and one not to be missed.
For those who do not do canvas there are nearby
hotels.
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It’s that time again so please register your bike for
the chapter challenge. If you did not make it to the
Dealership on the 29th March, please get a form
from the Chapter area at GH-D (you will need your
HOG No. and your chassis number) and once you
have completed it, leave it with Geoff or Aaron and I
will collect them.
Iron Hog Challenge
As you may be aware, some are doing the Iron Hog
again and for the first time, Dik, Toby and Marj Rae
(HOG UK Manager) will be with us. I am having a
tracker fitted to my bike (courtesy of Back2you trackers) and you will be able to follow our progress on a
special web page as we move around the country.
www.back2youtracking.com
Username: Hogsback Password: 888888
Weekends Away
There are still some spaces left on some of the
weekends away so check the website for availability.
Start of Season
I am sorry I could not be there for this as it looked to
be a “good do”. I hope you enjoyed the evening and
when you did the dancing you did not make it a rain
dance: I am sure we have had more than enough
rain for some time.
I look forward to riding with you throughout this
glorious summer (so Michael Fish told me) to lots of
different places.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director and Road Captain
Hogsback News Spring 2014
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Guildford HD

Safety Officer

Toby Sleeman

Carl Christensen

C

an you believe it, we’re now just starting April;
Easter is just a couple of weeks away, the evenings are lighter, the days are getting warmer… That
can only mean one thing, summer is almost upon us
already! Here at Guildford Harley-Davidson® we’ve
had a fantastic start to the
year with three exciting
new motorcycles to add to
the line-up. The All New
FXDL Dyna Low-Rider,
FXDBB DYNA Street Bob
Special Edition & the All
New XL1200T Sportster
Superlow 1200. If you
haven’t seen them yet pop
in and we’ll be delighted to
show them to you.
I hope you all enjoyed our
5th Birthday Bash. We
were very lucky with the
weather on the day. I would like to say a massive
thank you to Ruth, Sue, Margaret, Tracy, Julie &
Roger for selling tea & cakes in support of the
Chapter Charities. Great job folks! Mark Herbert’s
Band kept us all entertained and sounded fantastic.
Three whole pigs
were eaten in
four hours. A new
record!
We’re pleased to
announce that
we’re now starting
to get our summer
clothing range
coming into stock,
many lines are
limited editions,
so make sure you
keep checking in
periodically to see
the new lines which have been inspired by the next
horizon, power, performance and racing. This years
H-D® MotorClothes® line up, certainly is one of the
most desirable yet!
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The exciting prospect of purchasing a brand new
motorcycle is now easier to realise than it ever has
been with the introduction of our new Gas & Go
scheme. Gas & Go is an innovative new way to buy
a Harley-Davidson® motorcycle via an all-inclusive
monthly payment scheme that also delivers many
other benefits.
The three-year PCP
(Personal Contract
Purchase) scheme allows
you to budget monthly
payments that cover the
majority of costs associated with running a
Harley-Davidson motorcycle. In other words, once
the simple matter of paperwork is completed with an
affordable deposit, you
simply add gas…and go!
With Gas & Go, you
not only have the opportunity to fulfil a dream of
owning a new motorcycle from our iconic brand and
America’s leading heavyweight custom cruiser manufacturer, but also receive the benefit of a strong
residual value meaning lower monthly payments, 3
years servicing, 3 years warranty, 3 years insurance,
3 years road
fund license & 12
months H.O.G®
Membership!

W

ith the start of season well and truly upon us
we are all chomping at the bit to get our trusty
Harleys out on to the open roads. Several rides have
already taken place and at least one North African
trip completed by some of our chapter members.
Our road crew have been brushing up on their
skills under the watchful eye of Head Road Captain
Graham woods. The important point of training to
be a leader of a ride or assisting with marshalling is
ensure that the best safety system and technics are
applied to ensure you both enjoy your ride and feel
safe whilst in a group environment.
The first of three New Members rides was led by
Steve Cork, a Road Captain of many years standing, recently. This enables you to come a long and
meet the road crew and other new members to the
chapter. With a briefing on group riding followed by
a practical ride out demonstrating best practice on
Group Riding, it’s always a good event to make you
feel more comfortable as part of a group and the
Chapter as a whole. Two more this year, dates on
the chapter web site.

My advice to all this quarter is remember the 2
second rule when riding / driving. Also watch what
is behind you? Are they looking at what they are
doing? If you think not, allow more space in front
of you, to allow for their braking distance. Rear end
shunts account for a large amount of avoidable
accidents.
Best advice
Take opportunities, NOT chances.
Carl Christensen
Safety Officer
ROSPA Advanced Motorcycle Instructor (Diploma)

The Slow Riding Course this year is to be held on
31st May. Shorty an email link will be added to the
web site for those wishing to register. Only 30 places
so keep an eye out for the launch.

Why not call in
and see Steve,
Michael or Lieber
for a chat; your
next Harley®
could be even
more affordable
than you think!
On behalf of the
team at Guildford
H-D® we look
forward to seeing
you in the dealership for some great times ahead
this year!
Toby Sleeman
Dealer Principal
Hogsback News Spring 2014
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Head Photographer

Ladies of Harley

Axel Thill

Ruth Palmer

ime flies by and again 3 months have passed
since the last newsletter. The first quarter is
often seen as the most boring 3 months of the year,
as due to bad weather our Harley stays indoors
most of the time. This said, it did not really freeze,
so some of us just got wet. Hogsback activities
yielded some photos, especially from the annual
Bisley Shooting organised by Dell and Bill, and I
could place my camera in new locations above
the shooter thanks to a broomstick to which I
attached it. Congratulations to Nicola for winning the
competition.

T

I am very happy about the numerous selfies
members have sent in. The most distant one came
from India, by Chapter Director Dik, and there are
special artistic ones by Emma and Paul. Not sure
why on my selfies there is always lots of water in the
background…
Please continue to take selfies and send them in, at
the end of the year the best ones will be mentioned
at the EOS party and receive a price.
At the end of March I joined a group of 9 riders (7
Harleys, 1 BMW and 1 Triumph) for a 3,100 mile tour
to Morocco, and from a photographic point of view
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it was one of the most amazing rides I ever joined.
We went over the 2260m Tizi n Tchika pass from
Casablanca to Ouarzazate, and back up through
the Gorge of Dades to Fez. Lots of memories, much
less photos I am afraid, as you needed really to concentrate on your riding and enjoy the scenery, but
the frequent photo stops were no more than good
intentions.
This was an adventure I will need a bit more distance from to be
able to describe
and understand
what exactly happened, but having
looked through the
photos I brought
back it was
exceptional. By
the way, 2 riders
that joined me
were Hogsback
members: Martin
Wild and Brian
Skinner.
Many more adventures lie ahead in
2014, with even more photo opportunities. As I have
done some of these tours before, like St Tropez or
Magic Bike, I am now in a position to better concentrate on special photo occasions, and find the best
spots to take photos. But to take that special shot,
you must stop, sometimes not easy in group riding.

T

he 2014 season is now off so let’s hope for lots
of sunny days for some great riding. We have
lots of new and exciting rides for you again this year.
Thanks to those ladies who helped on the Buns and
Bikes Day at the dealership in February - a great
effort raised over £350.00 for Bowel Cancer.
Also those who helped
man the Tea and Coffee
and made cakes for the
Dealership Open day - all
the proceeds went into the
Chapter Charity Coffers.
It was great to see a few
of you at the Percy Arms
on a wet and dark night in
early February and to chat
over ideas over a few (not too many though) glasses
of wine and a lovely meal.
From our meetings we have developed our own
logo, Hogsback Divas and the marvellous Margaret
has produced some great T-shirts and Patches. So

seek her out and get one ready for our next event –
ride or club night so we can look the part!!
Quite a few of you have mentioned having a go on
a bike. I can organise a taster with my friend Audra
at Ridesure but you need to email me and give me
the days of the week most suitable to you then I can
try and arrange for 3/4
to have a go. I cannot do
these on a Saturday there
- anyway I can be quiet in
the week. SO E.MAIL ME.
Next Bring and Buy will be
at club night in May - so
any small items/accessories bring along. Let me
know if you can help man
the stall !!!
We will meet up again on
a Wednesday in the week for dinner soon - check
the website.
See you all soon especially those ladies.
Ruth Palmer
LoH Officer

See you on the road and have a safe ride.
Axel Thill
Head Photographer

Hogsback News Spring 2014
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The dealership celebrated its 5th
anniversary on 22nd March.
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Officer Vacancy Notice
Post/Type

Historian/Discretionary

Reason

Establishment of new post

Term

3 years, renewable

Start

Summer 2014

Eligibility

Open to full Chapter members who have regularly
participated in Chapter events as rider or pillion for at
least 12 months.

Background

Hogsback Chapter has never had a Historian, even though
H.O.G.™ recognises the post with an official patch. The
historian function is achieved in part through the log of
activities maintained by the Webmaster, the photo
archive maintained by the Head Photographer and most
recently, the publication of early newsletters on the
website by the Editor.

strategically, the resource could provide material for one
or more articles in the European H.O.G.™ Magazine.
Duties

Responsible for the maintenance of an authoritative,
integrated resource, which documents the Chapter and its
Officers, activities and achievements. Also responsible for
finding occasional ways to express interesting aspects of
its history via one or more of the Chapter communication
channels (principally, website, Hogsback News, dealership
noticeboard, facebook, e-shot, but also H.O.G.™
Magazine). Entails full membership of the Committee, and
requires attendance at Quarterly meetings.

Skills/Interests

Interest in the curation and materials coordination of the
various elements that define the Chapter, as well as
finding ways to express this history that will interest both
older and newer members, plus potentially future
members.
Skills will include good written competence, a sense of
thoroughness and detail, forensic and social skills to
uncover relevant material from longer term members,
and a proactive approach to information gathering from
other Committee members. Creative presentation of
material for articles would be an advantage, but not
essential since there is graphics talent around to assist in
this area. Website skills are not required as materials
produced will be posted by the Webmaster.

However, there are other important elements of Chapter
history that would be of benefit to capture (eg Chapter
Officer changes, annual membership levels and LOH
levels, Chapter Challenge and Mileage Programme results,
Rally Parades participated in, supported charities and
fund raising achievements etc).
Importantly, the various elements would benefit from
being coordinated as an integrated whole – perhaps via a
new Chapter History page on the website. This could
allow more reflective views of the Chapter to be prepared
from time to time. One example is the attached graphic
that documents Directors and DPs from the Chapter’s first
licensing by H.O.G.™ in 1991 until the Chapter adoption
by GH-D in 2008. Another example might be a series of
articles or fragments in Hogsback News eg “On this day,
1/5/10/20 years ago”, “Chapter Factoids” etc. More

Page 1/2
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Ability and willingness to work with Hogsback Committee
as a team member is essential.
Closing date

30 Apr 2014

Next steps

Nominees should email their response to this notice to
director@hogsbackchapteruk.org before the closing date.
The successful candidate will be notified following a vote
by the Hogsback Chapter Committee and will be patched
at the next Chapter Night following the vote.
Page 2/2
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SOS Party
5th April
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“We ride for those who can no
longer ride by our side”
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Patrons:
Major General Lamont Kirkland CBE, Air Commodore Simon Richardson, Rev Mike Brotherton MBE BD
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